
FOREVER BAMBOO 

13’ Tiki Hut -  Model MXH14 

Welcome to the tropical world of palapas. 

Palapas are authentic rustic tropical palm thatch structures. 

The four main posts and all lateral posts are 6 inches, and are pressure-treated lodge 

pine. 

Cracks are normal, and is part of the authentic rustic style. 

 

The cover frame is constructed of 2” diameter lodge poles which are pre-drilled and 

pressure-treated. 

The cover itself is made of Mexican Palm Thatch which is tightly woven by hand. 

Our palapas are easy for the handy person and a helper to build. 

 

 

This photo shows all wood parts included in the MXH kit.  



 

 

Tools & supplies required: 

• Tape measure 

• Level 

• 8 ft ladder 

• Drill driver 

• Staple gun (with 2 inch size, and one inch for the Palm thatch) 

 

STRUCTURE MXH12 

Dimensions:  Diameter: 13'   /    Poles 6' apart  (center to center) 

 

OPEN STRUCTURE 

Thatch: 

      Mexican Palm - (2) 14'  umbrella covers  (open structure) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

NOTE: 

• All lateral posts should be secured with 8’ of pole above ground 

• We recommend  securing the poles into the ground with  18-20 inches of concrete mix 

• Distance between posts is 8’  

 



 

 



 

 



Attaching the Mexican Palm Thatch 

 

Two 14’ Mexican Palm Thatch umbrella covers are included with your kit. 

After you have completed your frame structure, place the first umbrella cover over the frame. 

If the overhang is greater than you would like, you may trim the umbrella cover by cutting around the 

entire umbrella cover on the underside by cutting around each knot and moving systematically around 

the umbrella cover.  The portion you have cut will drop off leaving a shorter cover.  

 

 

Secure the thatch by stapling the thatch through the knot into the slats on the frame.  

Once the first layer is secure, place the second umbrella cover over the first one and again trim and 

secure onto the frame. 

 

 

You are now ready to enjoy your Tropical thatch palapa.  


